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OF YOUR DIAGNOSTIC PLATFORM.
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Spring 2021

Snap-on® is always connected with the needs of its customers, illustrated by a full century of revolutionary product development, engineered repair solutions and 
dedicated support that have repeatedly redefined the automotive service industry. You can be confident that a Snap-on diagnostic tool is always ready to serve 
customers with unparalleled breadth and depth in general and collision repair coverage. Snap-on has always been “on” serving customers with leading edge, 
innovative diagnostic solutions for more than 35 years.

NEW COVERAGE HIGHLIGHTS†

• Automotive Update for Model Year 2020 
Acura®, Alfa Romeo®, Audi®, BMW®, Chrysler®, Dodge®, FIAT®, Ford®, Honda®, Hyundai®, 
Jaguar®, Jeep®, Kia®, Land Rover®, Lincoln®, Mitsubishi®, MINI®, RAM®, Volkswagen®, Volvo®

• Motorcycle Update for Model Year 2020 
BMW, Ducati®, Harley-Davidson®, Honda, Indian®, Kawasaki®, Suzuki®, Yamaha®

• Expanded Code Scan and Clear for Model Year 2021 
Acura, Alfa Romeo, Audi, Buick®, BMW, Cadillac®, Chevrolet®, Chrysler, Dodge, FIAT, Ford, 
GMC®, Honda, Hyundai, Infiniti®, Jaguar, Jeep, Kia, Land Rover, Lexus®, Lincoln, Mazda®, 
Mitsubishi, MINI, Nissan®, RAM, Subaru®, Toyota®, Volkswagen, Volvo

• BMW Vehicle Sleep Mode and Automated EVAP Leak Test added for all applicable models

• More ADAS recalibrations for Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Lexus, Mazda, Toyota

• Subaru Body Unit Customizing functional tests added for 2005-2011 Legacy, Outback, 
Crosstrek, Impreza 

• Additional Airbag special function coverage 2008 and newer Audi and Volkswagen

• Models added with systems, codes, data, tests and special functions including:

- Land Rover 2020 Defender (Ethernet compatibility) 

- Cadillac 2020 CT4 

- Cadillac 2020 CT5 

• Tests added to the Air Conditioning and Signal Acquisition Modules for 2013 and newer 
Mercedes-Benz CLA Class

• Nissan Leaf Charging Module added with codes and data

• Windshield Wiper Motor calibration for 2012-2018 Ford Focus 

• Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet and GMC systems update with codes, data, tests and special 
functions for most 2015 and newer vehicles. Systems include: Fuel Injector, Glow Plug,  
Brake System, Chassis, Liftgate and Distance Sensing Cruise Control

NEW FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS†

• Now find common maintenance resets, such as fluids and brakes more quickly with the new Maintenance Category on Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics platforms 

• New vehicle identification screen. Once populated, data replicates to ADAS Recalibration and Vehicle System Reports

• Automatic Data Population on the ADAS Recalibration Report, including tech name, the Cert ID and a mark in the fail status box if the test was unsuccessful

• Choose to manually or automatically input the VIN number with the disable AutoVin function

• Finish jobs even faster with linked functional tests and reset procedures in award-winning and exclusive Service Resets and Relearns, available with Fast-Track Intelligent Diagnostics 
and VERUS® Edge products

SMARTER. FASTER. FIXED.†

• Fast-Track Intelligent Diagnostics guides users through every step needed to find the solution, while avoiding the steps they don’t. It includes Smart Data released continuously 
before, during and after every software release

• Snap-on Secure Vehicle Gateway™ provides direct access to vehicles right from the scan tool for 2018 and newer Fiat Chrysler (FCA) models

• Ethernet communications support with applicable adapter for relevant Jaguar, Land Rover and Volvo vehicles

• The Vehicle System and ADAS Recalibration reports provide a useful summary for your customers of the diagnostic work carried out

• Access to the Snap-on® Cloud for up-to-the-second online storage. Archive, reference, retrieve and communicate Vehicle System Reports, thermal images and more to customers, 
colleagues, insurance companies

• Exclusive access to SureTrack®, providing Real Fixes and verified parts replacement records from millions of successful repair orders

• Exclusive Fast-Track Guided Component Tests show how to test, where to connect and what results to look for

• Guided Component Test Training with over 70 topics and hundreds of on-tool courses ranging from 5-30 minutes, including Power User Tests, How To’s and more

• Software plans to get the most comprehensive coverage and features

• Wide-ranging support programs, including a Customer Care hotline, extended warranty and free comprehensive online Training and Support

Snap-on is a trademark, registered in the United States and other countries, of Snap-on Incorporated. This publication contains many Snap-on Incorporated trademarks, including 
but not limited to FAST-TRACK® and VERUS® Edge. All other marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. ©2021 Snap-on Incorporated. All pictures 
and illustrations shown are for reference purposes only. All information including specifications herein are subject to change without notice. EAZ0042B65B Rev. A  US

Contact your Snap-on Franchisee or other sales representative. More information is available at snapon.com/diagsw.
† Refer to the Vehicle Coverage Guide for platform eligibility available at snapon.com/vcguide.

Your job calls for having all the right answers every time you make a repair. But for  
that you need the right diagnostic tool and software — from a company you can trust.

Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics provides the information and resources you need to get 
the job done with filtered codes and vehicle-specific data to help you find the right fix fast.

Everything you need, and nothing you don’t. For that specific issue on that specific vehicle. 
All right there, when and where you need it.

Hardware
Designed to withstand the rigors of the shop 
environment, Snap-on® hardware offers 
sleek, sophisticated design, a four-way thumb 
pad for quick navigation, a color touchscreen 
display and wireless compatibility for more 
productivity in the bay.

Software
Advanced graphing features and OEM-level 
data, with up to eight live data parameters 
onscreen at a time — plus access to all data 
parameters when you need them, ensuring  
a seamless workflow.

Experience-Based Software
Optimized for your workflow, with 
SureTrack® delivering verified parts 
replacement records and Real Fixes —  
and Smart Data for relevant vehicle and 
code-specific PIDS.

Unmatched Customer Support
Industry-best Snap-on Customer Care,  
plus 24/7 online training and support, 
industry-focused national online training, 
flexible financing and exclusive access to the 
Snap-on® Cloud.

Smarter. 
Faster. 
Fixed.


